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The only truly essential starting point for your common app essay is that it be 

about something important to you. It doesn’t need to be about curing cancer, 

immigrating from Venus to the US or winning three varsity championships in a 

single morning. It just has to be something significant to you. 

Consider this quote from Christopher Burkmar, Princeton University’s Associate 

Dean of Admissions:

“Consider a mundane topic. Sometimes it’s the simple things in life that make the 

best essays. Some of my favorites have included essays that reflect on the daily 

subway ride to school, or what the family goldfish observed from the fishbowl 

perched on the family kitchen table. It doesn’t have to be a life-changing event to be 

interesting and informative.” 

Okay. So what makes an essay great? In a word, “strangeness.” 

In a dictionary, the first entry for “strange” might be: unusual, extraordinary, or 

curious; odd; queer. A strange remark to make.

Well, that’s not quite what we mean. Such a definition might suggest “strange” as a 

negative quality -- an unwelcome outlier. Rather, the definition we prefer is: outside 

of one's previous experience; hitherto unknown; unfamiliar. George Byron once 

observed that truth is always strange - stranger than fiction.

“Strangeness,” thus, is all about taking the reader on a trip through an unknown 

experience.

You might ask, how can something about a subway ride to school or a pet goldfish 

be “strange” when the situation seems so ordinary? Because strangeness is all about 
the details. 

Let’s see what we mean. 

R e m e m b e r :  T h e  k e y  i s  t o  t a k e  y o u r  re a d e r  

o n  a  t r i p  t h ro u g h  a n  u n k n o w n  e x p e r i e n c e .

Chapter I: What makes 
an essay “strange”?



Theme: Identity

Establishing details indicate the location (the arroyo, a "steep-sided gully") and a 

main character of the narrative (the narrator's father).

Virtually every paragraph is studded with sensory details that bring the story to life.

My father takes me down to the arroyo when I am so small that I do not yet reach 

his waist. My feet fumble across flaking desert skin and he pulls me along gently by 

my hand and tells me to be careful of small cacti and the bones of dead jack rabbits. 

He does not let me straddle the rift where the earth divides into repelling mounds 

of sand. Instead, he slips his hands beneath my arms and swings me around in a 

half circle, his red face wrinkling into a smile.

That morning, my father had crept into my room with the sun and shaken me into 

consciousness. “Get your sneakers,” he had whispered. “We’re going on a treasure 

hunt.”

It is minutes later now and we are trudging down an overgrown trail, tactfully 

descending the deep slopes of New Mexican land. Everything smells strongly of 

mud and salt and soaked manure from the horse barn down the road. I almost trip 

over a weed, but my father steadies me and says, “Almost there, baby.”

The arroyo is different than I have ever seen it. It is scattered with long, silver 

puddles. In the pink glow of the rising sun, the sand looks shiny and slippery. 

Around us, green tufts of vegetation burst from the earth in unpredictable patterns 

and yellow wildflowers with thin stems knock softly against each other in the wind.

My father tells me to wait and he steps down into the wet sand. I watch as his 

sandals sink deep into the ground and leave long footsteps. He crouches suddenly, 

and digs into the earth with a discarded stick. Then he stands, approaches me, and 

places in my hand something slimy and smooth.

“A pottery shard,” he says, in explanation. “From the Native Americans, who lived 

right here a thousand years ago. The rain washes them up. If we’re lucky, we’ll find 

all the pieces of an entire pot.”

I look down at the strange triangular stone and wipe the sand from its surface. He 

lifts me up in his arms, carries me back toward the house.

My father gives me a book about Georgia O’Keeffe for my fifth birthday. We read it 

together and he bounces me on his knee and licks his fingertips before turning the 

pages. He points at a landscape that looks like a rumpled tablecloth and tells me, 

“This is why we’re here.” I steal a flashlight and flip through the book under my 

covers at night. I touch the same glossy picture and whisper, “This is why we’re 

here.”

When I am 6 years old, the Sunday school teacher asks me what my father does for 

a living. I tell her he is an artist like Georgia O’Keeffe. I do not know that I am lying. 

I do not know that he hasn’t sold a piece in months. I do not know that my mother 

sits at the kitchen table after I go to sleep and cries because the mortgage is past 

due and she can’t figure out a way to tell me that this year, Santa Claus just might 

not make it.

For Christmas, my father gives me a sparkling blue stone he found in the arroyo. I 

say thank you and pretend I mean it. Later, I stand on the edge of our brick patio 

and wind up my arm and throw the rock as far as it will go. It disappears inside the 

bristles of a pine tree.

I do not say goodbye to the arroyo before shutting the car door and stretching the 

seatbelt across my chest. I do not say goodbye because I think that I won’t miss it. 

We are leaving New Mexico. We are going to New York where my father will get a 

real job and we will become a real family. We drive alongside a cliff, the rock rough 

and jagged and sprinkled with a thousand tiny diamonds. I press my finger against 

the glass. This is why we’re here.

When I am 16 years old, my father takes me back to New Mexico and we go once 

more to the arroyo. The neglected trail is long gone now and we stumble in our 

tennis shoes over dried up cacti and colorless desert flowers. I am too old now to 

hold my father’s hand. He walks a few steps ahead of me and I do not see his face.

The arroyo is bone-dry, littered with dented soda cans, beaten strips of tire and 

mud-stained garbage bags. Many monsoon seasons have left the sides of the arroyo 

tall and smooth, except for the dried roots of long-dead plants, still lodged in the 

dirt, which reach out toward us like skeleton hands.

My father crouches over and his shirt draws taut across his back. He delicately 

parts the earth with his fingers and searches for something that he will never find 

again.

“No more pottery,” he says. He looks at me and squints his eyes against the sun. “It 

must have washed far away by now.”

Suddenly comes to me the vague image of my father in ripped jeans, pressing a 

pottery shard into my palm.

I wonder if he, too, has washed far away. 

Essay - Arroyo



More orienting details, and valuable exposition about the relationship between the 

narrator and her father.

In an essay so far largely composed of visual description, these paragraphs give the 

reader a first glimpse of the essential tension, the "inciting incident": economic 

difficulty, the childhood experience of lacking, of poverty.

This paragraph contains both climax and transition. Something gives way and, 

defeated, the family leaves New Mexico; the father, an artist, capitulates to the 

necessity for steady work. The line "...we will become a real family" is arguably the 

subtle climax of the story - a line seemingly taken from the mouth of a child that 

yet conveys all the heartbreak, disappointment, and shame of poverty, such that 

seems to negate the very possibility of the family bond. 

Rising action need not take place in terms of events and developments, but can also 

refer to internal states, moods, feelings. In this case, rising action takes the form of 

the narrator's escalating disappointment and shame, complimented by the violent 

physical gesture of discarding a gift.

My father takes me down to the arroyo when I am so small that I do not yet reach 

his waist. My feet fumble across flaking desert skin and he pulls me along gently by 

my hand and tells me to be careful of small cacti and the bones of dead jack rabbits. 

He does not let me straddle the rift where the earth divides into repelling mounds 

of sand. Instead, he slips his hands beneath my arms and swings me around in a 

half circle, his red face wrinkling into a smile.

That morning, my father had crept into my room with the sun and shaken me into 

consciousness. “Get your sneakers,” he had whispered. “We’re going on a treasure 

hunt.”

It is minutes later now and we are trudging down an overgrown trail, tactfully 

descending the deep slopes of New Mexican land. Everything smells strongly of 

mud and salt and soaked manure from the horse barn down the road. I almost trip 

over a weed, but my father steadies me and says, “Almost there, baby.”

The arroyo is different than I have ever seen it. It is scattered with long, silver 

puddles. In the pink glow of the rising sun, the sand looks shiny and slippery. 

Around us, green tufts of vegetation burst from the earth in unpredictable patterns 

and yellow wildflowers with thin stems knock softly against each other in the wind.

My father tells me to wait and he steps down into the wet sand. I watch as his 

sandals sink deep into the ground and leave long footsteps. He crouches suddenly, 

and digs into the earth with a discarded stick. Then he stands, approaches me, and 

places in my hand something slimy and smooth.

“A pottery shard,” he says, in explanation. “From the Native Americans, who lived 

right here a thousand years ago. The rain washes them up. If we’re lucky, we’ll find 

all the pieces of an entire pot.”

I look down at the strange triangular stone and wipe the sand from its surface. He 

lifts me up in his arms, carries me back toward the house.

My father gives me a book about Georgia O’Keeffe for my fifth birthday. We read it 

together and he bounces me on his knee and licks his fingertips before turning the 

pages. He points at a landscape that looks like a rumpled tablecloth and tells me, 

“This is why we’re here.” I steal a flashlight and flip through the book under my 

covers at night. I touch the same glossy picture and whisper, “This is why we’re 

here.”

When I am 6 years old, the Sunday school teacher asks me what my father does for 

a living. I tell her he is an artist like Georgia O’Keeffe. I do not know that I am lying. 

I do not know that he hasn’t sold a piece in months. I do not know that my mother 

sits at the kitchen table after I go to sleep and cries because the mortgage is past 

due and she can’t figure out a way to tell me that this year, Santa Claus just might 

not make it.

For Christmas, my father gives me a sparkling blue stone he found in the arroyo. I 

say thank you and pretend I mean it. Later, I stand on the edge of our brick patio 

and wind up my arm and throw the rock as far as it will go. It disappears inside the 

bristles of a pine tree.

I do not say goodbye to the arroyo before shutting the car door and stretching the 

seatbelt across my chest. I do not say goodbye because I think that I won’t miss it. 

We are leaving New Mexico. We are going to New York where my father will get a 

real job and we will become a real family. We drive alongside a cliff, the rock rough 

and jagged and sprinkled with a thousand tiny diamonds. I press my finger against 

the glass. This is why we’re here.

When I am 16 years old, my father takes me back to New Mexico and we go once 

more to the arroyo. The neglected trail is long gone now and we stumble in our 

tennis shoes over dried up cacti and colorless desert flowers. I am too old now to 

hold my father’s hand. He walks a few steps ahead of me and I do not see his face.

The arroyo is bone-dry, littered with dented soda cans, beaten strips of tire and 

mud-stained garbage bags. Many monsoon seasons have left the sides of the arroyo 

tall and smooth, except for the dried roots of long-dead plants, still lodged in the 

dirt, which reach out toward us like skeleton hands.

My father crouches over and his shirt draws taut across his back. He delicately 

parts the earth with his fingers and searches for something that he will never find 

again.

“No more pottery,” he says. He looks at me and squints his eyes against the sun. “It 

must have washed far away by now.”

Suddenly comes to me the vague image of my father in ripped jeans, pressing a 

pottery shard into my palm.

I wonder if he, too, has washed far away. 



Descriptive detail provides a sense of change that we feel almost viscerally.

This bittersweet reflection is subtle yet profound, an occasion for the narrator to 

reflect on fundamental changes, physical and emotional: the arroyo, a place of 

(retrospectively) deep significance to her and her father, has been diminished, 

stripped of its soul; and her father, perhaps, has been similarly diminished across 

the many difficult years. The narrator has a moment of clarity in which she sees her 

father as a person with foregone dreams, a complicated, embattled identity 

tragically linked to the arroyo, a physical space saturated with emotional ambiguity

My father takes me down to the arroyo when I am so small that I do not yet reach 

his waist. My feet fumble across flaking desert skin and he pulls me along gently by 

my hand and tells me to be careful of small cacti and the bones of dead jack rabbits. 

He does not let me straddle the rift where the earth divides into repelling mounds 

of sand. Instead, he slips his hands beneath my arms and swings me around in a 

half circle, his red face wrinkling into a smile.

That morning, my father had crept into my room with the sun and shaken me into 

consciousness. “Get your sneakers,” he had whispered. “We’re going on a treasure 

hunt.”

It is minutes later now and we are trudging down an overgrown trail, tactfully 

descending the deep slopes of New Mexican land. Everything smells strongly of 

mud and salt and soaked manure from the horse barn down the road. I almost trip 

over a weed, but my father steadies me and says, “Almost there, baby.”

The arroyo is different than I have ever seen it. It is scattered with long, silver 

puddles. In the pink glow of the rising sun, the sand looks shiny and slippery. 

Around us, green tufts of vegetation burst from the earth in unpredictable patterns 

and yellow wildflowers with thin stems knock softly against each other in the wind.

My father tells me to wait and he steps down into the wet sand. I watch as his 

sandals sink deep into the ground and leave long footsteps. He crouches suddenly, 

and digs into the earth with a discarded stick. Then he stands, approaches me, and 

places in my hand something slimy and smooth.

“A pottery shard,” he says, in explanation. “From the Native Americans, who lived 

right here a thousand years ago. The rain washes them up. If we’re lucky, we’ll find 

all the pieces of an entire pot.”

I look down at the strange triangular stone and wipe the sand from its surface. He 

lifts me up in his arms, carries me back toward the house.

My father gives me a book about Georgia O’Keeffe for my fifth birthday. We read it 

together and he bounces me on his knee and licks his fingertips before turning the 

pages. He points at a landscape that looks like a rumpled tablecloth and tells me, 

“This is why we’re here.” I steal a flashlight and flip through the book under my 

covers at night. I touch the same glossy picture and whisper, “This is why we’re 

here.”

When I am 6 years old, the Sunday school teacher asks me what my father does for 

a living. I tell her he is an artist like Georgia O’Keeffe. I do not know that I am lying. 

I do not know that he hasn’t sold a piece in months. I do not know that my mother 

sits at the kitchen table after I go to sleep and cries because the mortgage is past 

due and she can’t figure out a way to tell me that this year, Santa Claus just might 

not make it.

For Christmas, my father gives me a sparkling blue stone he found in the arroyo. I 

say thank you and pretend I mean it. Later, I stand on the edge of our brick patio 

and wind up my arm and throw the rock as far as it will go. It disappears inside the 

bristles of a pine tree.

I do not say goodbye to the arroyo before shutting the car door and stretching the 

seatbelt across my chest. I do not say goodbye because I think that I won’t miss it. 

We are leaving New Mexico. We are going to New York where my father will get a 

real job and we will become a real family. We drive alongside a cliff, the rock rough 

and jagged and sprinkled with a thousand tiny diamonds. I press my finger against 

the glass. This is why we’re here.

When I am 16 years old, my father takes me back to New Mexico and we go once 

more to the arroyo. The neglected trail is long gone now and we stumble in our 

tennis shoes over dried up cacti and colorless desert flowers. I am too old now to 

hold my father’s hand. He walks a few steps ahead of me and I do not see his face.

The arroyo is bone-dry, littered with dented soda cans, beaten strips of tire and 

mud-stained garbage bags. Many monsoon seasons have left the sides of the arroyo 

tall and smooth, except for the dried roots of long-dead plants, still lodged in the 

dirt, which reach out toward us like skeleton hands.

My father crouches over and his shirt draws taut across his back. He delicately 

parts the earth with his fingers and searches for something that he will never find 

again.

“No more pottery,” he says. He looks at me and squints his eyes against the sun. “It 

must have washed far away by now.”

Suddenly comes to me the vague image of my father in ripped jeans, pressing a 

pottery shard into my palm.

I wonder if he, too, has washed far away. 



BEFORE AND AFTER:

FROM BORING TO STRANGE

Alma is a skinny girl, while you are tall and strong. 

She loves cars and you love books. Her dad, a native 

Spanish speaker, bought her a car - a Saturn. You’ve 

never been in an accident. She isn’t a clean person, 

so she doesn’t cook, but you are an excellent chef. 

Better than anyone.

The following examples show a transformation of “normal” language into “strange” language.

Alma is slender as a reed, you a steroid-addicted 

block; Alma loves driving, you books; Alma owns a 

Saturn (bought for her by her carpenter father, who 

speaks only English in the house), you have no 

points on your license; Alma’s nails are too dirty for 

cooking, your spaghetti con pollo is the best in the 

land.

I always spied on my brother. At home, I’d sneak 

around and follow him. I liked to steal his allow-

ance! Sometimes I’d take photos of him from a tree 

while he wasn’t looking. [...] My annoying brother 

and his friends ran into the house and threw them-

selves on the couch. From my hiding spot I saw 

their feet, though they didn’t see me. I was quite 

nervous and didn’t want them to discover me. I 

could smell that they were eating something with 

cheese.

My brother was Public Enemy No.1. He’d come 

home and I’d use Mission Impossible stealth moves 

to follow him everywhere. I’d pick his bedroom 

door with a nail file and steal his allowance. I’d 

climb the tree outside his window and take recon-

naissance photos. [...]

Slam! The boys banged through the front door and 

swarmed onto the couch. Peering out of my hiding 

spot I saw tennis shoes and hairy ankles. My heart 

thumped so loud I worried it would overpower 

their excited voices and the hum of the X-Box. The 

smell of Pizza Hut cheese sticks was in the air.

Nervously, I watched my robot run along the 

ground. He was short and made noises as he 

advanced forward. After we gave him fuel, he 

started back up with a burst. At the end of the race, 

my robot broke down. I looked down at it. That 

night, my research partner, M., asked me for data 

on the race results.

Its name was Ozzie. Ozzie stood two feet tall, 

glistening, and scraping his feet against the ground 

with the bullish determination to work. We filled 

Ozzie up. He swooshed, growled, slurped, and 

gurgled. Just as Ozzie was about to reach the finish 

line, he collapsed in a panting mess. I looked down. 

That night I received a call from my research 

partner, M. “We need these readings,” he sighed.

Alma

Spy

Ozzie



COMMUNITY
SERVICE TRIPS

SPORTS

CHILDHOOD
ANECDOTES

THE ADMISSIONS
PROCESS

UNNECESSARY
QUIRKINESS

INFLUENTIAL
GRANDPARENTS

POLITICAL
BELIEFS

TRAVEL

Applicants tend to draft elaborate 

essays about short-lived service 

experiences. These essays may seem 

condescending or superficial. We’re 

sure you can think of something else!

The advice from admissions officers is 

simple: don’t write about sports. They’re 

tired of it. Alternative topics will show 

additional dimensions of who you are.

Don’t have the reader hold your essay 

up to a mirror or read in a spiral. Focus 

on content, not gimmicks.

You won’t win points with admissions by 

writing about the drudgery of 

application itself. Your essay is actually 

an opportunity to reflect. Believe it or 

not, you might enjoy the process!

        While these topic are not necessarily off-limits, one should be aware that many 

admissions officers advise writers to steer away. This for a variety of reasons: some 

topics, like essays about grandparents, travel, or childhood anecdote, are frequently 

occurring and tend to sound very similar across hundreds and thousands of 

samples. Others, like essays about political beliefs, run the risk of alienating the 

writer from the reader. Of course, that doesn’t mean these essay topics can’t be 

executed successfully. One should simply be judicious in choosing whether and how 

to approach these topics

RED FLAG TOPICS

YELLOW FLAG TOPICS

These essay topics, while perhaps good ideas originally, continue to be 
painfully overused. Thankfully, we’re sure you have enough experiences 
under your belt that it should be no problem finding another focus.

1

43

2



THE DICTIONARY OPENING

THE FAMOUS PERSON QUOTE

THE VAGUE GOAL

JUST PLAIN UNCREATIVE

BROAD CONCLUSIONS

“REVELATION”  MOMENTS

GOING META

"Webster's Dictionary defines ‘determination’ as..."

Here are some examples of common tropes found in college essays. If you identify a cliché in 
your essay, it just takes some effort and creative thinking to re-design your ideas. 

"Our greatest glory is not in never falling, but in rising every time we fall." 

~Confucius

"I've always known, from the time I was old enough to play Operation, that I wanted 

to be a doctor." 

“Ever since I was young..” “I still remember the day that…” 

“So, in the end, it’s clear that we should settle our differences with our opponents 

and listen with open hearts.”

“I realized in that moment that just as the shabbiest objects can become the most 

exquisite paintings, true insight can come from the most unexpected of places.”

“Was your childhood home destroyed by a landspout tornado? Yeah, neither was 

mine. I know that intro might have given the impression that this college essay will 

be about withstanding disasters, but the truth is that it isn't about that at all.”

CLICHÉD LANGUAGE

ESSAY OPENINGS

OTHER CLICHÉS



Sensory Detail

Anecdotes

WHY IT  WORKS

WHY IT  WORKS

Everything is candlelight, old wood and the smell of cloves. The elegant banisters and 
chandeliers are draped with yards of evergreen garlands. Christmas carols drift from an 
unseen stereo on the balcony. All around me is Limoge china, gleaming silver, beautiful 
antiques, blown-glass ornaments, and tarte tatin.

Rich, sensorial, even unorthodox detail is the bread and butter of an effective 

college essay. For a story to have stakes, it needs gravity; it must beckon you, 

transport you into a specific (we would say strange) circumstance of space and 

time. It needs what English teachers call  “verisimilitude”—a realness established 

through concrete details, a sense of believability that will, we promise, draw in 

application readers like robots to an oil slick. How’s that for an image?

What’s one oft-neglected commonality of the best college essays? Humor, color, 

liveliness. Yes, the essay is a place to be (basically) serious. However, anecdotes help 

to break up the mundane and to relate the essential goofiness (and, therefore, 

character) of the essay writer. But anecdotes need not be comedy: they may also 

serve to summarize serious observations, realizations, or facts of life in a way that 

promotes flow.

When I decided to run for president of the fourth-grade class, the die was not just cast, 
it’d already turned up a winner. I acted the politico part with promises, promises, and 
more promises. My bread and circuses would be chocolate milk at lunch, chalk at recess 
(to appease the four-square contingency), and enough dizzy-izzies at Field Day to get 
any kid sent home green. Having been caught too many times, I vowed that teachers 
would lose their right to read notes passed between secret admirers.

Creating 
Strange Detail

TACTICS FOR CREATING A UNIQUE READING EXPERIENCE.



Unexpected Analogies

Don’t Overshare, But Go Personal

Convey Your Relationship to the Subject

WHY IT  WORKS

WHY IT  WORKS

WHY IT  WORKS

I should like to spend my life with words as Darwin did with his finches and barnacles 
and beetles, studying how linguistic species can diverge from each other, go their own 
way and accumulate mutations, hybridize with other populations, cross oceans and 
mountains, struggle to survive invasions.

The most engaging writers always keep us on our toes. They draw unlikely 

comparisons that keep our interest (e.g. “I bake muffins much like an albatross 

protects its young. That is…”). It’s essential that these analogies not be arbitrary, but 

rather work in service of a greater message you want to convey.

Conveying key components of your inner world is what these essays are all about. 

Without being offensive, vulgar or excessive, we encourage you to express thoughts 

that you might consider “private.” Anxieties, criticisms, fears, regrets… these are 

deeply personal experiences that, when embedded properly in context, can enrich 

your essay with individualism. Be as specific as possible. 

Perhaps, over the years, I’ve gilded this memory, lingered over the smell of warming 
Stollen. But I’ve never forgotten the feeling that for all its glossy perfection and elaborate 
preparation, this day is only an empty box wrapped in beautiful paper. Unspoken words 
pile in snowdrifts and resentments hang in the air with the scent of pine and nutmeg. 
What this charming vignette doesn’t show is the anxiety beneath the surface, the 
forbidden sadness, the demand that everything must appear absolutely perfect, no 
matter the cost.

Your undying interest in creating an Escher landscape in Minecraft might be 

considered odd or excessive by friends, family, or whomever. But it’s perfect for an 

admissions essay. Go into detail about your relationship with the topic: Why 

Escher? Why Minecraft? What has it felt like to confront failure in the process? Has 

your goal changed over time?

Glancing down at my sweaty jumper and the dirty carpet of Room 517, I did not mind 
that my “performance attire” and “concert stage” were ill matched with the Carnegie Hall 
debut pianists often envisioned. This two-hour practice session required neither audience 
nor applause. It was simply a musical foray into raw humanity that thrived in the space 
between the notes.



Structure Creatively

Consider a Mundane Topic

What Do You Value? Show Us.

WHY IT  WORKS

WHY IT  WORKS

WHY IT  WORKS

Tree . . . tree . . . speed limit . . . tree . . . Exit 46 next left . . . tree . . . tree . . . light pole . . . 
tree . . . [. . .]
In the passing fields my mind builds an entire metropolis and focuses in like a camera 
swooping down from a crane on a single boy, suitcase in hand, gawking at the intensity 
of a hundred-story steel mountain. It’s his first time in the city and . . .
Tree.

It’s important to avoid excessive quirkiness. Writing your essay in concentric circles 

in comic sans… step in the wrong direction. However, be dynamic with your essay 

structure. Use paragraph breaks to accentuate changes of pace. Interject your 

paragraphs with onomatopoeia and dialogue. Play around and ask your essay 

editors if they can feel a certain kind of motion as they read. 

Our greatest moments (or, for that matter, our worst ones) rarely reflect upon our 

character as eloquently as our most average. In fact, many admissions readers 

strongly prefer essays that focus closer to home. It’s easy to forget that the best 

personal essays are also the most raw—the most, well, personal. Don’t be afraid to 

tread familiar waters, to dig deep into, say, Sunday night dinner. Leave no stone 

unturned, but start with those just outside your door.

My sister holds the small, maroon pouch out to me and shakes it back and forth. “Pick a 
blank, Steph; we need a blank,” she whispers. I snatch three letters. No blank. It is my 
father’s turn, and we are all anticipating another perfectly placed gem. My sister and I 
watch as he configures and reconfigures his tiles, while my younger brother climbs up on 
his back. Then my dad makes his move.

Differentiated people are interesting. You will have truly enlightening 

conversations with people from other cultures and belief systems. You’ll realize that 

when someone substantiates their beliefs with reason, experience and broader 

understanding, the manner in which they express a personal value can be 

fascinating. Readers generally appreciate strongly-held, positive values.

This memory epitomizes my childhood: I was a fiercely competitive kid. Straight through 
middle school, my arch nemesis was Kevin, the blue-eyed math prodigy in the third row. 
Preaching male superiority with vehemence worthy of the pulpit, he would brag 
shamelessly about his grades. I was obsessed with outdoing him, not only for the sake of 
feminism, but for the sake of my pride.



If you go to a performing arts school and all of your extracurricular activities and 

awards relate to music, don’t write about how much you love singing. Essays are a 

chance to add a new dimension, not repeat yourself.

says Matthew Whelan, Stony Brook University’s assistant provost for admissions 

and financial aid.

From Connecticut College admissions officer Martha C. Merrill: “Be genuine. Don’t 

try to impress me, because I’ve heard it all. Just tell me what is important to you.”

more “strange” Strategies

DON’T REPEAT WHAT IS  ALREADY IN YOUR 
APPLICATION.

If the reader can understand the thoughts, feelings, and movements of the writer, 

then you have them hooked.

Talk openly about topics that are emotionally complex or “taboo.”

Take counterintuitive positions on your topic.

THE BEST ESSAYS MAKE US LAUGH,  CRY OR WINCE.

Use italics and bold strategically. (But not excessively!)

DON’T TRY TO IMPRESS ANYONE (YOU WON’T! )

TACTICS FOR CREATING A UNIQUE READING EXPERIENCE.

R e m e m b e r :  T h e  k e y  i s  t o  t a k e  y o u r  re a d e r  

o n  a  t r i p  t h ro u g h  a n  u n k n o w n  e x p e r i e n c e .



Theme: Passion or Interest

In the US, legal adulthood comes at 18, but it is my understanding that adulthood 

comes through responsibility, tears, laughter, and most of all: parenthood. It is 

effortless to watch other people’s children grow and flourish, but having my own 

was a terrifying new world for which I was ill-prepared. I was not ready for my first, 

Stanley, but now I cannot envision a world without him. Today, I am the proud 

parent of not one, but seven beautiful, boisterous, carnivorous plants. Within my 

small family I have four sundews, two Venus flytraps, and one tropical pitcher plant. 

Of course they have scientific names, but I only use them when I am angry and my 

inner-parent reveals itself. Many might ask, “How does a person become the parent 

of seven carnivorous plants?” and I can only answer that with a story, my story.

It was an ordinary Wednesday afternoon when I came home from school only to 

find a charming plant that resembled a leafless, dew-splattered fern perched on the 

counter. With the eloquence that only a teenager could muster, I asked my mother, 

“What’s that?” She carefully explained that he was our new carnivorous plant and 

he was going to be on fruit fly kitchen duty. Over the next couple of weeks my 

fascination with him grew, and eventually I adopted him as one of my own. In all 

sincerity, I did not begin as the ideal parent. I would give Stanley water to drink if 

he looked drier than usual and that was the extent of my nurturing efforts. Howev-

er, my complacency did not last. Come winter, around his half birthday, Stanley 

became afflicted with a mysterious ailment. His stems curled and his one delicate 

green frond dried up. After carefully examining him, I concluded that not only was 

the lake water I had been using contaminated with some sort of root-eating larva, 

but my mother’s African violets had given him aphids. It was then that I was faced 

with the harsh reality of the situation: I had a plant that I was absolutely obsessed 

with, but knew nothing about.

In my desperation to keep my sundew alive, I began to contact other plant enthusi-

asts in an increasingly desperate attempt to help my poor Stanley. To my great 

surprise, a close friend was also a carnivorous plant caregiver and was well versed 

in childhood care. His advice, coupled with some new dirt and the stocked shelves 

of the nearby library’s horticulture section, allowed me to nurse Stanley back to 

health. Stanley regained his strength and shortly after the winter incident, I adopt-

ed Simone, another sundew. Then came Diana, my first Venus flytrap. Consequent-

ly, the carnivorous plant aficionado was so impressed with Stanley’s care that he 

entrusted me with the care of his carnivorous plants when he left for college. This 

brought my family’s size to the current seven.

My true reward of having Stanley is that he opened the door to the world of botany. 

I would never have invested so much time learning about the molecular structure 

or chemical balance of plants if not for taking care of him. I have loved learning for 

his benefit, whether it be discovering the best fluoride-free water, finding the ideal 

amount of sunlight, or reading that he uses a form of electrical signaling to 

improve digestion. I also love the rarity of being Stanley’s parent. People have their 

judgments, but I have also found that most people are genuinely curious and I am 

always open to questions. Ultimately, I love how Stanley has forced me to be adap-

tive. That first winter I did not have a “Gardener’s Guide to Carnivorous Plants,” I 

simply had my own observations. This was the most significant lesson that Stanley 

and friends taught me: the universe lacks a guide to the galaxy, and life is all about 

discovering your own way.

Chapter II:
A Close Reading
Essay - How to become an adult



Analysis Activity

In the US, legal adulthood comes at 18, but it is my understanding that adulthood 

comes through responsibility, tears, laughter, and most of all: parenthood. It is 

effortless to watch other people’s children grow and flourish, but having my own 

was a terrifying new world for which I was ill-prepared. I was not ready for my first, 

Stanley, but now I cannot envision a world without him. Today, I am the proud 

parent of not one, but seven beautiful, boisterous, carnivorous plants. Within my 

small family I have four sundews, two Venus flytraps, and one tropical pitcher plant. 

Of course they have scientific names, but I only use them when I am angry and my 

inner-parent reveals itself. Many might ask, “How does a person become the parent 

of seven carnivorous plants?” and I can only answer that with a story, my story.

It was an ordinary Wednesday afternoon when I came home from school only to 

find a charming plant that resembled a leafless, dew-splattered fern perched on the 

counter. With the eloquence that only a teenager could muster, I asked my mother, 

“What’s that?” She carefully explained that he was our new carnivorous plant and 

he was going to be on fruit fly kitchen duty. Over the next couple of weeks my 

fascination with him grew, and eventually I adopted him as one of my own. In all 

sincerity, I did not begin as the ideal parent. I would give Stanley water to drink if 

he looked drier than usual and that was the extent of my nurturing efforts. Howev-

er, my complacency did not last. Come winter, around his half birthday, Stanley 

became afflicted with a mysterious ailment. His stems curled and his one delicate 

green frond dried up. After carefully examining him, I concluded that not only was 

the lake water I had been using contaminated with some sort of root-eating larva, 

but my mother’s African violets had given him aphids. It was then that I was faced 

with the harsh reality of the situation: I had a plant that I was absolutely obsessed 

with, but knew nothing about.

In my desperation to keep my sundew alive, I began to contact other plant enthusi-

asts in an increasingly desperate attempt to help my poor Stanley. To my great 

surprise, a close friend was also a carnivorous plant caregiver and was well versed 

in childhood care. His advice, coupled with some new dirt and the stocked shelves 

of the nearby library’s horticulture section, allowed me to nurse Stanley back to 

health. Stanley regained his strength and shortly after the winter incident, I adopt-

ed Simone, another sundew. Then came Diana, my first Venus flytrap. Consequent-

ly, the carnivorous plant aficionado was so impressed with Stanley’s care that he 

entrusted me with the care of his carnivorous plants when he left for college. This 

brought my family’s size to the current seven.

My true reward of having Stanley is that he opened the door to the world of botany. 

I would never have invested so much time learning about the molecular structure 

or chemical balance of plants if not for taking care of him. I have loved learning for 

his benefit, whether it be discovering the best fluoride-free water, finding the ideal 

amount of sunlight, or reading that he uses a form of electrical signaling to 

improve digestion. I also love the rarity of being Stanley’s parent. People have their 

judgments, but I have also found that most people are genuinely curious and I am 

always open to questions. Ultimately, I love how Stanley has forced me to be adap-

tive. That first winter I did not have a “Gardener’s Guide to Carnivorous Plants,” I 

simply had my own observations. This was the most significant lesson that Stanley 

and friends taught me: the universe lacks a guide to the galaxy, and life is all about 

discovering your own way.

What are the strong points of this essay? What are its weaknesses?

How does the author’s voice come through? 

Which sentences appear to reveal the most about her character?

What was unexpected about this piece? What was strange or intriguing about it?

What was predictable or cliché?

What personal values does the author communicate to us?

Did this essay take you on a trip through an unfamiliar experience?



OBJECTIVE:

OBJECTIVE:

OBJECTIVE:

To identify important 

experiences, people or periods of 

time in your life.

Remember: the first requirement 

for an excellent essay is a topic 

that means something to you.

Now, read the essay on the next page. In the following section, we’ll show how this kind of 
essay could be built through a successful brainstorming process.

To enrich our initial brainstorms 

with a Map of Associations. 

This includes people, places, 

things, words, feelings, thoughts, 

fears, desires, and more. They will 

form the basis for building a 

well-structured narrative around 

your topic. 

To begin putting the pieces 

together, focusing on descriptive 

language, unlikely analogies, and 

other effective writing strategies. 

Chapter III:
Brainstorming

Brainstorm Round 1

Drafting Process

Brainstorm Round 2

Overview



Theme: Identity
Prompt: Indicate a person who has had a significant influence on you, and describe that 
influence.

The essay begins with a stream of vivid, unapologetic establishing detail.

Another crystalizing detail, and the essay's thesis. Here we learn the real subject: 

the importance of the narrator's mother to her own self-concept.

Rising action begins to accelerate. As we learn about the difficulty faced by the 

narrator's mother, we become implicated in the story: somehow, we, too, have 

gained a stake.

 Her dark brow is often furrowed; the freckles on her tanned nose crinkled as 

they too scrunch in concentration; the long, spidery lashes of her bright eyes are 

flickering constantly as she focuses. This is the way my mother calculates, the way 

she thinks, analyzes, and decides. This is the look I have been raised under, the look 

to which I can attribute every quirk in my being. It is the look that defines my 

mother, and the look that has created me. This look—those narrowed eyes, the 

pursed lips, the sharp tongue—has taught me courage, taught me independence, 

taught me strength, and sacrifice. They have showed me vulnerability—a flaw in 

the façade—and isolation. Those features, the way the muscles contract and flex, 

have instilled in me everything that my mother is and have taught me everything I 

can be.

 My mother’s eyebrows taught me independence and determination, a mark 

left over from her adolescence. Although omitted from my knowledge of her until 

midway through my seventeenth year, my mother grew up surrounded by tempta-

tion and destruction. Alcohol, marijuana, heroin. Tested and abused by her mother, 

father, sister, and brothers. Jail and violence. Damage and disrepair. My mother was 

forced to be her own person before she was eighteen; she was forced to be her 

family’s person, their protector. No matter how she’s suppressed the haunting 

memories, the twinge in her brow remains the souvenir. It tells me, she tells me, 

that I don’t need to rely on anyone but myself. She teaches me the importance of 

taking care of others, but never forgetting to take care of yourself. She taught me 

courage. It’s not easy to take the first step without a supporting hand. But it is 

possible.

 I learned strength from her mouth: her tight lips and the slight smirk. It was 

the mouth that held in the tears, held back the bitter words, and held up her chin. It 

was the mouth that kissed me as a child and smiled at my curiosity, despite the 

divorce, despite the cheating, and the lies. She raised me on her own. She was 

strong and stubborn. To this day, I don’t understand how she managed to care for 

infant, maintain a career, pay bills, and never miss Sunday night’s dinner. But the 

strength that she possessed, that she still possesses despite the heartbreak, the 

abandonment, and the responsibility. Strength in the face of challenge, strength 

when there’s nothing to support you—is invaluable.

 Independence is convenient, and strength endures, but sacrifice is the most 

powerful of all. And that’s what I see every time I look into my mother’s eyes. The 

moment she laid eyes on me, the moment she knew she was going to do it alone, 

she gave me her life. I was the first priority, always. She ensured my safety, she 

ensured my happiness, my growth, my knowledge, everything. I can never repay 

her, nor begin to thank for every opportunity she gave me. But I’ll never forget it 

because I can see it every time she looks at me. The pride or the love or perhaps the 

occasional eye-rolling. 

 What can have I learned from my mother? How to be myself and how to be 

better than I am. And I’m always learning, always discovering something new about 

my mother. And all I have to do is look at her. It’s written there in her features. All I 

have to do is look.

Essay - All I Have to Do Is lOok



The climax breaks over the reader as we learn of the narrator's implication in her 

mother's difficulty: "...the mouth that...smiled at my curiosity, despite the 

divorce...the cheating...the lies." All the heavy weight of reality and the innocence of 

childhood convene in one deft, charged sentence.

A subtle shift in tone marks the beginning of the "reflection/integration" section of 

the essay. Notice the break in the syntax itself: deliberate repetition ("It was the 

mouth...It was the mouth") and punchy sentences give away as time warps and we 

jump forward "to this day," and, presumably, into further reflection.

A powerful concluding paragraph with yet more reflection.

More reflection.

 Her dark brow is often furrowed; the freckles on her tanned nose crinkled as 

they too scrunch in concentration; the long, spidery lashes of her bright eyes are 

flickering constantly as she focuses. This is the way my mother calculates, the way 

she thinks, analyzes, and decides. This is the look I have been raised under, the look 

to which I can attribute every quirk in my being. It is the look that defines my 

mother, and the look that has created me. This look—those narrowed eyes, the 

pursed lips, the sharp tongue—has taught me courage, taught me independence, 

taught me strength, and sacrifice. They have showed me vulnerability—a flaw in 

the façade—and isolation. Those features, the way the muscles contract and flex, 

have instilled in me everything that my mother is and have taught me everything I 

can be.

 My mother’s eyebrows taught me independence and determination, a mark 

left over from her adolescence. Although omitted from my knowledge of her until 

midway through my seventeenth year, my mother grew up surrounded by tempta-

tion and destruction. Alcohol, marijuana, heroin. Tested and abused by her mother, 

father, sister, and brothers. Jail and violence. Damage and disrepair. My mother was 

forced to be her own person before she was eighteen; she was forced to be her 

family’s person, their protector. No matter how she’s suppressed the haunting 

memories, the twinge in her brow remains the souvenir. It tells me, she tells me, 

that I don’t need to rely on anyone but myself. She teaches me the importance of 

taking care of others, but never forgetting to take care of yourself. She taught me 

courage. It’s not easy to take the first step without a supporting hand. But it is 

possible.

 I learned strength from her mouth: her tight lips and the slight smirk. It was 

the mouth that held in the tears, held back the bitter words, and held up her chin. It 

was the mouth that kissed me as a child and smiled at my curiosity, despite the 

divorce, despite the cheating, and the lies. She raised me on her own. She was 

strong and stubborn. To this day, I don’t understand how she managed to care for 

infant, maintain a career, pay bills, and never miss Sunday night’s dinner. But the 

strength that she possessed, that she still possesses despite the heartbreak, the 

abandonment, and the responsibility. Strength in the face of challenge, strength 

when there’s nothing to support you—is invaluable.

 Independence is convenient, and strength endures, but sacrifice is the most 

powerful of all. And that’s what I see every time I look into my mother’s eyes. The 

moment she laid eyes on me, the moment she knew she was going to do it alone, 

she gave me her life. I was the first priority, always. She ensured my safety, she 

ensured my happiness, my growth, my knowledge, everything. I can never repay 

her, nor begin to thank for every opportunity she gave me. But I’ll never forget it 

because I can see it every time she looks at me. The pride or the love or perhaps the 

occasional eye-rolling. 

 What can have I learned from my mother? How to be myself and how to be 

better than I am. And I’m always learning, always discovering something new about 

my mother. And all I have to do is look at her. It’s written there in her features. All I 

have to do is look.



INIT IAL IDEAS

DEEPER DETAILS ;
STRUCTURE AND TONE

ASSOCIATIONS

Her mother’s gaze.

Her mother’s impact on her 

developing and strengths.

Deep respect for a distinguished 

individual in her life.

Spidery lashes, furrowed brow, 

sharp tongue

Structure: See: Narrative 

Building Blocks (Chapter IV)

 

Tone: admiration, respect, 

appreciation, maturity

Specific features: eyebrows, lips, 

eyes, smile.

People: other family members, 

author’s father.

Experiences: Sunday night 

dinner, learning about mother’s 

past

How brainstorming led to this essay

Brainstorm Round 1

Drafting Process

Brainstorm Round 2

Essay:

“All I Have to 
do is look”



BRAINSTORM #1

ACTIVITY GOALS (BRAINSTORMS #1  AND #2) :  

Are you most similar to one of your parents? Is there a member of your family 

whom you admire? 

Which of your grandparents, other relatives, mentors or other individuals has had 

the most influence on your life? Is it a positive influence, in that you’d like to emu-

late them in some way? A negative influence, in that you’d like to avoid becoming 

like them in some way? Is the world they come from similar to yours? How so? How 

is it different?

Think of an influential teacher in your life. Perhaps this person helped to challenge 

you to think or work outside of your comfort zone, or perhaps supported you 

during a time of need. Reflect on their role in your life or development.

If you could work with anyone for a week or a month – living or dead, historical or 

fictional – who would it be? How would you like to collaborate with that person? 

How did you first encounter this person or character? How might this person 

would react to you?

Can you think of anyone know personally whose life is harder than yours? What 

makes it that way – their external circumstances? Their inner state? Have you ever 

tried to help this person? If yes, did it work? If no, how would you help them if you 

could?

Can you think of anyone you know personally whose life is easier than yours? Are 

you jealous? Why or why not?

Identify experiences which were not only significant, but which you feel 
strongly enough toward that you could write at length about them.

Start thinking about significant people, times and places in your life.

Influential 
People

Brainstorm: Round one



BRAINSTORM #2

What in your life can you focus on like nothing else? Is there a pastime or activity 

that you lose yourself in completely? What is it like to “be in the zone”? Is this 

activity important to you?

What is the best time of day? The worst? Why?

Is there an area of the place you live that has special significance to you, positive or 

negative? If so, why?

Can you remember a moment that gave you goosebumps? What were you doing or 

thinking?

If you could relive the same day five times in a row, what day would it be? To relive 

something amazing? To fix mistakes? To do whacky experiments and see how the 

outcomes changed?

They say that all advice is meant for yourself, in the past. If you could travel back in 

time, what advice would you give to yourself? What would you change about your 

life if you could?

Important
Times and 
Places

R e m e m b e r :  T h e  k e y  i s  t o  t a k e  y o u r  re a d e r  

o n  a  t r i p  t h ro u g h  a n  u n k n o w n  e x p e r i e n c e .



ACTIVITY GOALS:  

SOME PROMPTS TO GET YOU STARTED:

Picture a large bank vault. One of those epic ones from the movies with the giant 

wheel in front. It’s heavy!

Inside is a jumbled pile of objects (and gold).  What are they, exactly? 

Each object in the bank vault represents something essential about you.

We will use these objects as avenues to recreate important experiences.

This is a food that I often cook at home. 

This is a tradition that I do at home or with 

my family.

This is an object that represents a relative of 

mine (mother, father, nephew, grandparents)

Something that reminds you of your 

grandparents. 

A toy you played with as a kid.

This is a book I love.

This movie taught me how to be a better 

human (or something else).

I broke this object (a vase, a heart, a promise).

This was the best gift I ever gave or received.

Nobody else knows this. Just me.

I stole this.

I found this. 

When I’m near this, or have this in my hands, 

I feel safe and protected. 

This was the best thing that ever happened 

to me.

And this was the worst.

I did this by accident.

I’ve never cherished anything I bought more 

than this.

I’ll never get rid of this, so long as I live. 

One of my worst habits.

I will never forget seeing… 

I was so embarrassed I wanted to escape to 

Antarctica.

This is what made me more afraid than ever 

before.

I haven’t loved anything as much as this.

… it was the first time I found myself 

speechless.

At this moment, I knew that I’d grown up.

These words feel correct, perfect, wise, or 

profound when I read or remember them.

This photo takes me to a moment I’ll never 

forget. 

Identify experiences, people and personal challenges that have been 
significant to you in the past.

Get thinking on a deeper, more personal level.

BRAINSTORM #3

Bank Vault



Create a map of associations around your 
topic: people involved, particular experiences, 
sensations and thoughts, desires, regrets, etc.

Brainstorm: Round Two

Activity: Brainstorm Sharing

SHARE WITH YOUR PARTNERS.  GET NEW IDEAS!

Activity: Map of associations

GOAL:  ELABORATE ON IDEAS FROM ROUND ONE

What are three significant events associated with it?

Who are three people related to it?

Did it ever inspire you to some sort of action? How so?

Can you think of any life lessons you learned from it? What path did it send you down?

Without it, where would you be today? What would be different?

Are any aspects of it particularly unusual? How would you describe its unique features?

Did anyone related to it function as a teacher or coach? What did they help you 

understand?

What do you wish you could change about it?

What’s frustrating about it? What’s delightful? What’s mysterious?

What about it makes you laugh?

Are you grateful for anything about it? Describe what you appreciate.

What do your parents think about it? How about your brother or sister? Your conscience?

What are five adjectives you could use to describe it to a stranger?

What do you normally not tell people about it?



Here’s a truth: Every story, even a college essay, has an arc. A story’s arc is the 

direction taken by its narrative. Where does drama occur in the plot? Is there a 

climax? A resolution? If so, where do they occur? The story arc is the outcome of 

these details: the “shape” of the narrative defined by the plot’s various undulations. 

In storytelling, particular arcs are especially common. Below, Kurt Vonnegut 

identifies the shapes of common narrative arcs: 

Chapter IV:
Narrative Structure

Kurt Vonnegut: Narrative Arcs



As it turns out, the story arcs of personal essays often share the basic shapes of 

those stories identified above. In general, personal essays begin at one point, 

ramping up (via “rising action”) to a plateau before reaching a climax. At that point, 

college essays often undergo a shift in register, moving from active storytelling to a 

reflective or contemplative mode, in which the implicit “lesson” of the previous 

description is stated more explicitly and/or integrated into.... 

Of course, there are always exceptions to the rule, but this narrative structure 

accurately describes the basic convention of many college essays. 

Although narrative arc often breaks down along familiar lines, there are still many 

types of personal essay differentiated by things such as tone, scope, or duration. 

Among all the many essays we read, two basic genres stand out. These are the 

“snapshot” essay and the “time-lapse” essay. The snapshot essay tends to focus on 

a discrete moment in time, with prose often characterized by close first-person 

description. These essays are especially strong at conveying the immediacy of detail 

in a significant experience, and often feature a sudden transition from detailed 

storytelling to overt reflection.

By contrast, the “time-lapse” essay has a larger scope in time, tending to encompass 

multiple significant experiences, or, commonly, the progression of one significant 

relationship/passion/interest/hobby. Time-lapse essays are often permeated with a 

constant, slow drip of reflection. 

Both essay types, however, generally capitalize on the same structural elements, 

establishing an initial setting, a sense of movement and a resolution which conveys 

the topic’s personal significance to the author. 

R e m e m b e r :  T h e  k e y  i s  t o  t a k e  y o u r  re a d e r  

o n  a  t r i p  t h ro u g h  a n  u n k n o w n  e x p e r i e n c e .



     Alert a reader to setting: the place in 

which your story will unfold. Your family 

kitchen, an amusement park, or a snapshot 

of your most central character may appear 

in these critical first details of your essay. 

     Establishing details also have a 

secondary purpose: to introduce the 

reader to your writing and, hopefully, to 

impress them with your descriptive power. 

On a plot map, the establishing details 

represent a neutral position. 

     The inciting incident sparks rising 

action, depicted visually as the upward 

slope of narrative tension that leads, 

eventually, to a climax. 

Rising action constitutes a majority of 

many essays—it is the section of your 

story in which you bring the conflict to life 

and showcase emotional or intellectual 

challenges. Its purpose is to sustain and 

build the tension ultimately relieved by the 

climax and subsequent reflection. On our 

plot map, the rising action is the rising 

slope leading toward the high point of the 

story.

     Whereas the previous sections of essay are dedicated to telling a story, the reflection/integration 

section (which often comprises the final paragraph or two of an essay) exists to process the events of the 

narrative in a more reflective register. This section allows the writer to convey in more explicit terms 

(think “tell, not show”) the lessons learned or principles gained through the experience. On our plot 

map, reflection/integration represents a return to a dramatic neutral, perhaps closer to the level of 

establishing details.

     Every story is different, but most essays 

rely on a narrative structure that kicks off 

with action early on in the essay. This 

incident could be as simple as a 

realization-sparking conversation or as 

serious as the loss of a loved one. 

     In either case, the inciting incident 

provides an impetus (momentum) that 

carries the story along, gives it weight and 

significance, and acts as an anchor or 

reference point for later reflection.  On our 

plot map, the inciting incident marks the 

point at which the plot line begins to rise.  

     The climax of the story occurs when 

tension builds to a breaking point. It is the 

high-point of the story arc, the moment of 

greatest loss or gain. The tension built 

throughout rising action is dissipated as 

something gives way: perhaps a condition 

changes, or you come to a perspective 

altering realization. Whatever the case, the 

climax marks the boundary-line between 

the two primary categories of an essay: 

descriptive narrative and reflection. On 

our plot map, the climax is the highest 

point.

Narrative Building Blocks

1) Establishing Details 2) Inciting Incident

3) Rising Action

5) Reflection

5

4

3

2

1

4) Climax



WHAT’S  IT  ALL  ABOUT? WHAT’S  IT  ALL  ABOUT?

... and they take the reader on along a unique, sensory journey.

SNAPSHOT ESSAY
EXAMPLES

TIME-LAPSE ESSAY
EXAMPLES

As you write your essay, these elements can provide a useful guide for creating continuity 

and logical flow.

Focuses on discrete moments in time.

Rich, first-person description.

Conveys intimate, personal experience of 

the author.

May shift suddenly between description and 

reflection.

Larger scope in time.

Encompasses multiple experiences.

Often tracks the progression of one 

significant hobby, relationship, interest or 

activity.

Often features a “slow drip” of reflection 

throughout the essay.

Supported by Narrative 

Building Blocks

Establishing of initial 

setting

Create a sense of 

movement

Provide a resolution 

which conveys personal 

significance

WHAT DO THEY HAVE IN COMMON?

SNapshot

Structure

Time-lapse 

Structure



Theme: Personal Challenge

Initial establishing of context. A soft melody, a piano piece, a physically slender, 

delicate performer.

Inciting Incident. The author is implicated in the action because of the immediate 

impact it had on his state of mind and physical sensations

Rising Action. The journey begins to take a personal turn for the author. He 

explains that Anna had a direct impact on his musical trajectory. The wording is 

revealing, honest, inspired.

 Tall, slender, and splendidly poised, Anna’s delicate frame reflected the 

softness of the melody and the calm of Debussy’s “Claire de Lune.” At the time, she 

was only five years older than I was, a difference small enough that her finesse 

didn’t seem impossibly out of reach. But at thirteen, my mind also widened the gap 

between us as I thought about how my fingers were neither so slim nor so flexible, 

and my precision quite a few rungs below hers.

 I sat paralyzed, a stupefied observer, while notes flowed into my body as if 

St. Peter had forgotten to close the gates. My usual nerve-racking, teeth-chattering 

fear of performing flushed from my bones. I was supposed to play after her- I nearly 

forgot. An uncontrollable awe had overpowered my anxiety, which was meek by 

comparison to the salve of two consecutive minor thirds, separated by one perfect 

octave. The dimly lit recital room erupted with life as Debussy’s harmonies embod-

ied tiny, invisible acupuncture needles that tickled my nerves into a flourish of 

goose bumps. A nearby mother quietly suppressed the cries of a baby. I was 

unaware that in the same place, four years later, conquering this same piece would 

bring me to a warming realization: my great pleasure in life is to pursue the inspi-

ration that has stuck to me, while leaving an adhesive jet stream of my own. 

 Sometimes I wish that I lived in the future so I could see the past. My time 

machine would teleport me back to the otherwise mundane Sunday afternoon so I 

could see if I had stopped breathing; I think I may have. I want to know if I blinked. I 

want to know how my body handled the reality of something that I can nearly feel 

physically in retrospect. 

 I watched Anna in reverence. The crescendos, the diminuendos, hammered 

into my brain so sweetly, triggered my innate yearning for a challenge. As the 

chubby, nerdy kid who always asked his dad for logic and math problems to solve at 

the dinner table, I never failed to accept a test of my ability. This adamancy, while 

occasionally bringing me to tears due to my tendency of blame myself, fueled the 

next four years of my eight-year classical piano journey. Anna’s brilliance served as 

the eight-piece A-flat arpeggio that denoted my musical destination.

 It was four years later, and I was sitting on the same bench Anna had, star-

ing down the same glossy keys. As I cautiously took my seat on stage, I was as 

apprehensive as ever. Even with the better part of a decade under the belt that held 

up the uncomfortably stiff slacks I had to wear as a façade of professionalism, I 

trembled quietly. As I inhaled and anxiously quivered, I took note of a young boy 

named Ryan timidly sitting in the front row, adorned with his snug top hat. I’d seen 

him in passing between our piano lessons. I’d seen him struggle through the same 

marked-up, monochromatic lesson books that had brought me both grins of sub-

lime self-satisfaction, and stinging tears of frustration. 

 An overwhelming silence surrounded me, as I began the sinuous alternation 

between flourishing and waning musical inflections. I reached the inevitable point 

where my shuddering hands took over for my brain. My nervousness, so aggravat-

ing and controlling, shorted my circuitry, rendering my consciousness useless. My 

body’s physical memory of the piece was the only fingertip still grasping onto the 

precarious cliff of performance success. It slipped. My right hand glided over an 

octave. I hurried the gentle, fading ritardando. 

 But as I ascended to my slowly unclenching feet and took a ceremonial bow, 

I glanced at Ryan, subdued and on tiptoes. With a magnifying glass, I could have 

seen the tiny needles poking out of his nerves and into his aspirations. I recognized 

the captivation in his eyes; I remembered the rapture. I could tell that my dedica-

tion had instilled in him the same sense of craving that Anna had sparked in me. 

Since that performance I have cherished the ability to create and inspire, while 

constantly being appreciative of, and humbled by, a greater level of mastery than 

my own. My execution was flawed. But never have imperfections seemed so perfect.

Essay - Claire de Lune



Analysis Exercise:

 Tall, slender, and splendidly poised, Anna’s delicate frame reflected the 

softness of the melody and the calm of Debussy’s “Claire de Lune.” At the time, she 

was only five years older than I was, a difference small enough that her finesse 

didn’t seem impossibly out of reach. But at thirteen, my mind also widened the gap 

between us as I thought about how my fingers were neither so slim nor so flexible, 

and my precision quite a few rungs below hers.

 I sat paralyzed, a stupefied observer, while notes flowed into my body as if 

St. Peter had forgotten to close the gates. My usual nerve-racking, teeth-chattering 

fear of performing flushed from my bones. I was supposed to play after her- I nearly 

forgot. An uncontrollable awe had overpowered my anxiety, which was meek by 

comparison to the salve of two consecutive minor thirds, separated by one perfect 

octave. The dimly lit recital room erupted with life as Debussy’s harmonies embod-

ied tiny, invisible acupuncture needles that tickled my nerves into a flourish of 

goose bumps. A nearby mother quietly suppressed the cries of a baby. I was 

unaware that in the same place, four years later, conquering this same piece would 

bring me to a warming realization: my great pleasure in life is to pursue the inspi-

ration that has stuck to me, while leaving an adhesive jet stream of my own. 

 Sometimes I wish that I lived in the future so I could see the past. My time 

machine would teleport me back to the otherwise mundane Sunday afternoon so I 

could see if I had stopped breathing; I think I may have. I want to know if I blinked. I 

want to know how my body handled the reality of something that I can nearly feel 

physically in retrospect. 

 I watched Anna in reverence. The crescendos, the diminuendos, hammered 

into my brain so sweetly, triggered my innate yearning for a challenge. As the 

chubby, nerdy kid who always asked his dad for logic and math problems to solve at 

the dinner table, I never failed to accept a test of my ability. This adamancy, while 

occasionally bringing me to tears due to my tendency of blame myself, fueled the 

What kind of essay is this? What is the time-scale? What are the elements that are 

given the strongest emphasis? What descriptive or rhetorical techniques are 

employed? What are the most interesting moments?

Resolution. The author articulates the significance of the essay. He extrapolates to a 

broader message, directly drawn from the specific example of the concert. He is 

inspired, yet humble. Goal-driven, yet conscious of the importance of small 

victories. The last line is clearly crafted with intent.

Climax. A careful use of syntax captures the instantaneousness of the climatic 

moment. A visual and kinetic analogy is made to enhance the sense of physicality.

next four years of my eight-year classical piano journey. Anna’s brilliance served as 

the eight-piece A-flat arpeggio that denoted my musical destination.

 It was four years later, and I was sitting on the same bench Anna had, star-

ing down the same glossy keys. As I cautiously took my seat on stage, I was as 

apprehensive as ever. Even with the better part of a decade under the belt that held 

up the uncomfortably stiff slacks I had to wear as a façade of professionalism, I 

trembled quietly. As I inhaled and anxiously quivered, I took note of a young boy 

named Ryan timidly sitting in the front row, adorned with his snug top hat. I’d seen 

him in passing between our piano lessons. I’d seen him struggle through the same 

marked-up, monochromatic lesson books that had brought me both grins of sub-

lime self-satisfaction, and stinging tears of frustration. 

 An overwhelming silence surrounded me, as I began the sinuous alternation 

between flourishing and waning musical inflections. I reached the inevitable point 

where my shuddering hands took over for my brain. My nervousness, so aggravat-

ing and controlling, shorted my circuitry, rendering my consciousness useless. My 

body’s physical memory of the piece was the only fingertip still grasping onto the 

precarious cliff of performance success. It slipped. My right hand glided over an 

octave. I hurried the gentle, fading ritardando. 

 But as I ascended to my slowly unclenching feet and took a ceremonial bow, 

I glanced at Ryan, subdued and on tiptoes. With a magnifying glass, I could have 

seen the tiny needles poking out of his nerves and into his aspirations. I recognized 

the captivation in his eyes; I remembered the rapture. I could tell that my dedica-

tion had instilled in him the same sense of craving that Anna had sparked in me. 

Since that performance I have cherished the ability to create and inspire, while 

constantly being appreciative of, and humbled by, a greater level of mastery than 

my own. My execution was flawed. But never have imperfections seemed so perfect.



Take one example from your previous brainstorm elements and begin to think 

about it narratively: What are the significant events? Is there rising action, an 

identifiable climax, a resolution? Plot the significant events on an arc. 

Review your brainstorming from last week. Eliminate ideas that don’t speak 

strongly to you.

Now, start with the brainstorm ideas that you didn’t rule out. This might include 

important people, places, experiences or “bank vault” objects. 

For this exercise, write a body paragraph that closely follows one significant 

moment, being as descriptive as possible

Your “moment” should cover no more than ten minutes of regular time. Zoom in on 

the sensory: What does your moment sound, feel, look, and taste like? Who is there 

with you? What details you notice about them? Read your paragraph out loud. How 

well did you describe the moment?

Chapter V: Building
A first draft

Activity: Brainstorm refining

Developing Ideas: Part One

Developing Ideas: Part Two

FOR THIS EXERCISE ,  CONSULT PREVIOUS BRAINSTORM 
MATERIALS AND “NARRATIVE BUILDING BLOCKS”

NOW, SHARE WITH YOUR PARTNERS!
GET NEW IDEAS AND CONSTRUCTIVE FEEDBACK.



AND NOW. . . .

The questions below will help you determine how well your essay works as a 

comprehensive piece. Hopefully, they should help you understand where your 

editing efforts might best be spent. At the very least, these questions give you a 

sense of some of the (but not necessarily all, or the only) important things an essay 

might accomplish.   

1. Integrity 

a. Have you written an essay that expresses something important to you, or do you 

feel like parts of it are false or scripted?

b. Does your essay convey a sense of emotional exposure? Is it written from the 

heart, or from the head?

c. Are there 2-3 times in your essay when you expressed a strongly held value, 

something you care about deeply?

2. Reflection points
a. Can you find 2-3 times in your essay when you made a meaningful reflection? 

b. By the end of the essay, do you feel that the author (you) have undergone a 

significant shift?

3. Structure and Mechanics
a. What is the inciting incident of your essay?

b. Can you find 1-2 sentences that form the climax of your essay?

c. Are there eight or more descriptive images in your essay? 

4. Questions to ask a Reader
a. Where is the essay predictable? Where does it feel most genuine or “surprising”?

b. Is the writing exciting or dull? Are there any particularly good (or bad) 

metaphors, images, descriptive details?

c. When is the essay fun to read, and when is it a chore? Why?

EXERCISE:
DOES MY ESSAY WORK?



 
 
 
 
 
 

 


